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-Overview

Like many area4 of education, language learning is fraught with
mihs'and half-truths that are constantly being exploded. lior

instance, young children do not "catch" a new language as they.
would a contagious disease! Children who do not speak English
are verbally isolated at first from their peers, who may not
necessarily be willing to talk to newcomers. If an attempt_to
open a conversation is met by a rebuff or by criticism, non-
English-speaking children may lose the motivation to try to mas-
ter the new 11Wage and may be content only to learn enough

,y English to "get by," with disastrous results as they progress
through school. Children learning a second language respond to
stimulation, encouragement, and monitoring in much the same way
that they responded in their early years to their parents' teach-
ing of their firitlanguage--that 's, they need an adult model
and adult intervention as well as an opportunity to work and play
alongside English-speaking children of their own age group.
Teachers' tasks will be made easier through an understanding of
fi..st and second language acquisition theories and a knowledge of
the skills that will enable them to translate theory into prfc- .

tice.

Children who arrive at school speaking a language other than
English are not linguistically,pr culturally deprived. They
bring withthem.a knowledge of the customs, traditions, and
values learned at home; they have their own linguistic and
cultural experiences; and they come with some built-in expec-
tations of school..

While teachers are well aware of the need to accept children as
they are and to work from there,,teachers- who have not received--
special training in ESL (English as a second language) often
feel at a disadvantage when working with children whose first
language is not English. It is this disadvantage that this
booklet will address. We will begin by looking at the registra-
tion process and will then.suggest some ways in which young
children can be helped to make the necessary adjustments to the
new language and culture. The next two sections will deal with
the teaching'of-the basic skills of listening, speaking, read-
ing, and writing. These will be followed by discussions on con-
cept building and ways in which teachers can help to bridge the
gapbetween,the entry competencies of ESL children and those
required by the curriculum. We mill_oonclude by looking at
intercultural,relations in the school and the community and at
Bois redources available to teachers.



Because the span of abilities within a class and the rate of
language development of individual ESL children vary so much
during the'primary years jages 5.- 7), classification of activi-
ties into specific grade levels is difficult, if not impossible.
We_have_faith,that teachers will be able to adapt and improve
upon our ideas.

Learning about the Children

The more teachers know about the children they teach, the mere
they can help them. When a'new ESL child registers at the
school for the first time, in addition to asking the usual ques-
tions regarding name, address, age, etc., teachers may find it
helpful to pose, perhaps through an-interpreter, some of the -

questionsiisted below. the use to which the answers can be 'put
follows the questions. The information obtained should be on
file for continual reference.,

Question: 1. Whit language(s) is spoken
' by the child?
by the mother?
in the home?

Application:. Languages differ in their patterns of sound,
structure, and use. ,-Knowing, what some of these
differences are helps the teacher.' to become_sen-
sitive to the stages of the child's second lan-
guage development. The first step is to kn6w
which language(s) the child speaks or is exposed
to. t

gyestion: 2. When did the child speak his or her first word
in the native language? Does the child have any
difficulty speaking the native language?

Application: This may be valuable information. at a later
date. If they child seems to -boa zlow in acquir-

1.p>

,
ing English, the fact.that he or she was slow.
in acquiring the nativelanguage or encountered
difficulties -may be indicative of a slow rate of
learning or of a more serious problem.

estion:' 3. Howldoes the child usually spend a day at homg?

Application: The answer to this question wil l provide_ inforl
majtion on the child's experiences with toys,
games, and household tasks_as-Wel.1-7as_ou--the

- --chitd*-s-1-61t;;Wiaps with-other family members
such as grandparents. The teacher can use this
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information as a basis for learning activities
in school, e.g.,wthe language experience
approach:to reading and writing, story telling,
crafts, and physical activities.

Question: ,4. What is the composition of the family4 circle?
Who lives in the home? Who visits frequently?
Wholhas the major responsibility for the child's
care and upbringing?

Application: From this and the preceding information, the
teacher will be able to deteriine the kind of
behavior expected of the child at home and bow
this varies from behavior expected in school.,
This information will enable ,the teacher to
build a bridge between the expectations of the
home_ and the school.

question: 5. What previous group experiences has the child
had

within the family circle?
outside the family? .

with different age groups?
with the same or opposite sex?

Application: This information will provide the teacher with a
base on which to build more complex group exper..!
iances. Language learning requires cooperation,
participation, and communication in a variety of
situations. A child who has had no experiences
outside the family may need help Over an extended
period of time in adjusting to unfamiliar group
contacts and demi6ds.

Question: 6. What is the attitude of the home toward
learning English?

' mlintaining the first language?

Application: In planning the child s program, the teacher
needs to know whether or llot'the home can be
counted on to reinforce the English learned at
school and to support the Child with positive

attitudes toward the new language and culture.

It it is the desire of the family that the child
maintain the first language, the teacher can add
support by encouraging attendance at heritage'
language clauses and by providing opportunities
for the Child to: share the first language and
culture with the. rest of the children.

3
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A visit
-
to the child's home, accompanied byla

bilingual worker if necessary, can be very_help-
ful in establishing comfortableplome--16hool

relationships. (A bilingual-worker can. often

suggest the st-ilay to make the initial
c to the parents so that the visit will

not impose on their hospitality.) It °easels()

be an occasion to encourage parents to increase
their own English language skills ,by attending a
local ESL class.

Helping Children Adjust 'to the New Culture

bulttlre reflects human traditions, different lifestyles, and

patterned ways of thinking and behaving. Culture is not innate
but is transmitted from adults to children, and from children to
children. All children bring to school the culture of their
home environment, and all take home with them the culture of the
school. For most middle-class English-speakina,children, the'
home and school cultures are very similar; for non-Englitsh-.
speaking children or for children from a different socioeconomic
class, the difference between the two cultures can be great.
Teachers who understand the differences among the various
cultures can often hdlp to ease the trauma of adjustment that
many children must go through.

There are many aspects of culture well worth investigating.
a>,

Numerous useful books ,have been published on the topic, but a
few hours spent in frank.talk with a member of the ethnic group
under consideration will usually provide extensive and valuable
infornation.' The questions listed below cover the major aspects
of immediate concern to teachers and serve as good "openers" for
a more detailed examf.nation of similarities_ and differences be-
tween cultures.

Question: 1. What gestures are used to signal such meanings
as "Come here" or "Good-bye"? Is it polite for
children to look adults in the eye when speaking --
to them? What other nonverbal language is
widely used?

Application: Because many "hidden messages" are sent by
various forms, of nonverbal language, a.gesture
or a lock wrongly interpreted can cause eisun-
derstanding and embarrassment. A knowledge of
these differences will enable children and
teachers to "read" each other better, par-
ticularly during the initial period when the
children speak little English.

4
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Question: 2. How would the children be dressed for school in

their native country? What aspects of dress
might the parents insist on retaining here?

Application: Some dress has religious significance, e.g.,
Sikh boys may, wear their hair long, tied up on
-top of their heads in a handkerchief; Moslem
girls do not expose their arms and legs. Teach-
ers can help these children to avoid ridicule by
explaining the significance of their dress to
other children when necessary.

Question: 3. What foods are taboo? What North American foods
are probably unknown to the family? What foods'
constitute the main diet? What implements are
used in eating?

Application: Children should not be forced to eat foods that
are not allowed in their awn culture. Some
children are laughed at when they disclose the
food they have brought for snacks and lunch.

Teachers can be supportive of the children while
exposing them to North American foods.

Question: 4. What games do children play? With whom do they.
play? What emphasis do parents put on the vglue
of play?

Application: Play is not regarded in all cultures as essen-
tial to children's development. Some parents.

consider sandboxes, water tables, puppets,
.games, and field trips as quite unnecessary.
School, in their opinion, should consist solely
of reading, writing, and arithmetic. Teachers
can help these parents to reassess the' value of
play. Games from other countries can be taught
to all children.

Questia 5. What duties are children expected to perform
around the home? Are boys treated differently
from girls? What is the relationship between
children and adults?

Application: in some cultures-where men are still very much
the dominant sex, boys do not help in the home
and may behave in ways that would not be toler-
ated in girls. These boys--and their fathers!- -
may need help in adjusting to women teachers.
The girls may need to be drawn out.

5
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Question: 6. What teaching methods will the children have
encountered at home and in school? Are they
accustomed to learning by watching and listen:
ing, by being asked questions, or by asking
questions? Are they used to rote learning or to
the discovery method? Which is stressed,
cooperation or competition? How are children

1 disciplined?

Application: Children's learning styles are formed in the
home according to the customs and beliefs preva-
,lent in the surrounding' society. If the teach-1

ing style of the teacher is very'different.from
the learning style of the child, _confusion 'and
frustration can occur, It is better initially
to adjust teaching strategies to aocommodai'a the
child's own learning style, and then gradually
introduce the different teaching st}hel. ChM.-
dren may also need time to ;accustom thetselvelp
to a different style of discipline.

Question: 7. Is the culture future-oriented or present-
oriented?' Is punctuality a virtue?

Attitudes toward time vary from culture to
culture, even within the English-speaking world.,
Teachers who are aware of these differences will
find it easier to understand why parents and
children do not observe all the dominant culture'.
customs initially.

8. Apart from illness, why might children be kept
hone from school?

Application:

Question:

Application:

Question:

Some parents consider that their children's
first resibnsibility is to the home, not to the
school, and will- therefore keep them home when
there is work to belidone on the land, in the
store, or looking ,after youngir children.

Children may also be kept_ home for the obier=
vance of a holy day. Teachers or bilingual
home-school workers may have to explain atten-
dance regulations to the parents and emphasize
the need for regular and prompt attendance to
ensure continual exposure to English and con-
tinuity of education.

9. What expectations do parents have of schools?
What aspirations do they have for their -

children?

6
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Application:

Question: 10.

Application:

.

Parents' eipectationS of school are usually
built on their own youthful ,experiences. If I

parents are to be supportive of their children,
they must understand the school's programs and
options, 'its goals and philosophy. eTeachers
appreciate some of the broad differenceS between

school systems can help parents achieve this
necessary unclerstanding. Teachers can alaowork
with parents whose aspirations for their Chil-,
dren are too high or too low.

Which major fePtivals, are likely to be observed?

Children are delighted when a festival that is
honored in their culture is given recognition in
lchOol. Teachers who acknowledge special days
help to bridge the gap between cultures for
children of both the minority and majority eth-
nic groups.

The suggestions that follow are designed to'help teachers assist
parents and children to adjust to the new culture, and par-
ticularly to the school system. (Activities designed to foster
gcod intercultural relations will be found on pp.43 - 45.)

' Set up afbuddy system for the children,_ first using someone who
speaks their Language, and then later an English-speaking
buddy.

' Arrange for the children to become familiar with the school
and its environment - -for example, short visits to the nurse's
office, the washroom, the lunchroom, and the playground.

' Do not overwhelm the children with too many toys and materials
on the first day. Some children may never have seen such an
array of materials and may either overreact or withdraw in
fear.

Let the children watch quietly from the side, if that is
their preference, but talk to them often. .Do let them know
that you kno'i that they are there! Older students say they
were sometimes, made to feel "invisible" by teachers who

, appeared to ignore, their presence.

' Have an aide or an older child teach the EEL children hand-
work skills they may not have learned at home, e.g., cutting
out or pastingi Capitalize on skills the children do have,
such as working with clay or threading beads.

7



Encourage the,Children to "play house" with the other chil-
dren and in this 'way to act out different 'roles.

Reward acceptable behavior and, if possible, ignore what
Appears to be deviant behavior, giving the children time to
adjust to newi:behavior patterns. This apparently deviant

behavior may be perfectly acceptable in the children's homes
and immediate Community.

Use dolls and puppets to show acceptable behavior patterns- -
for example, looking an adult in the eye when speaking to or
greeting him or her.

Invite parents to visit the school and to observe 'the class
in action. Encourage them to bring an interpreter, if they,.
wish, who can explain what is happening and why.

Visit the home if possible, but check with a member of the
ethnic community first as to the best way to initiate a
visit. -11 a bilingual home-school worker is not available to
accompany you, try to find a member of the ethnic community
who will act as an interpreter.

Ask parents to supply the name, ada:ess, and telephone number
of an English-speaking frierd who can be contacted in an
emergency:A%

If the children seem underclad, undernourished, or overtired,
report this to the school nurse immediately. Parents may be
having trouble getting the right clothes or buying foods they
like-apd may be glad to have advice. Parents may be having
difficulty themselves in adjusting to the new culture.

Incorporate into the curriculum lessons designed to teach
about foods, nutrition, and clothing.

Watch for signs of-stress. While many children are remark-
ably resilient to change, others break down under pressure
and may either become rude, violent, and overactive, or with-
draw physically and mentally. Seek help and advice quickly.

Do not permit any ridiculing of the children's behavior,
dress, or food by other children or by other teachers. If

teachers are 'prepared to accept and enjoy differences between
cultures, their attitudes will ensure a good school atmos-
phere that-will greatly assist the newcomer to adjust to the
new situation.

8
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Oral Fluency

There is a great deal of controversy over how a second language
is acquired. Historically, the widely held belief that all
young children learn chiefly by imitation led to the practice of
'non-intervention' with language during the primary years.
Recent studies, however--particularly in Britain --have pointed
out the importance of adults' monitoring and stimulating second
language development (Tough 1977, Garvie 1976) and intervening
when necessary in much the same way as in first language de-
velopment. If children are to reach the ultimate goal of
fluency in a second language, that is, the ability-to function
with ease linguistically and culturally in any social situation,
they must have knowledgeable, sensitive teachers whO can facili-
tate the process.

In order to understand second language acquisition in children
in the primary grades, it is vital to understand the process of
first language acquisition, as there are some important similar-
ities and differences. Furthermore, strategies employed by
parents for stimulating and encouraging language development
vary to some degree between cultures and between social classes.

As children acquire their first language, they listen to and
internalize the sounds, the intonation, and the patterns of words
necessary for them to function in their environment. They learn
to respond to voices, to social situations, and to experiences.
Relationships with the people around them are established and
developed partly by participation in and response to language.
At a very early age, all children learn first to associate lan-
guage with meaning, and later to use language to express meaning.

Although all normal children learn to use their 'home' language,
it is clear that the strategies employed by .parents to guide
experiences and stimulate responses affect the development of
linguistic and communicative competence. Some parents accompany
the daily rituals of bathing, feeding, and Changing, with a con--
stant stream of talk, so that the children begin to associate the
'talk' with the activity. They gradually become aware that the
pauses can be filled by a verbal xesponse from them, so the
beginnings re conversational exchanges take place.

Although very young children spend a good portion of their day
sleeping, the stimulus of being with people should not be under-
estimated. Children in large families often learr to talk more
quickly simply because there are more people around to talk to
them, to manipulate-objeLts-for-them; and- --shoVriff-ier---eWt
them. Conversely, however, some children in large families are
late in talking because their wants and needs are a:ways antici-
pated and there is no strong motivation for verbal communica-

9



tion. Parenta,.can encourage children's language by answering
questions, by giving information in increasing amounts, by

demonstrating, and - -perhaps most important of all - -by showing

genuine interest during periods of undivided attention. The

attitudes instilled at this stage of language development have
an important effect on children's ability to learn.

Of what significance is this in relation to children's acquisi-

tion of a second language? What are the similarities, the dif-

ferences, and the influences of one on the other?

Children are children the world over. In India, babies gurgle

and coo in muth the same way as babies in North America. After

a few months, they begin to respond to the sounds and music of
the language they hear around them, to the sounds they are be-
ginning to associate with the fulfillment of their needs - -feed -

ing, soothing, changing, and so on. The sounds a child makes
that- correspond to sounds in the native language ary reinforced

by encouraging responses from the mother, while unwanted sounds
are screened out due to lack of reinforcement. Gradually, the

child's language extends to include words, phrases, and senten-

ces.

Any child learning a second language has this foundation. The

new language is filtered through, added to, and--to some ex -

tent- -influenced by the first language. In any event, the first

language cannot and should not be ignored. It is an integral

part of the child's being and can be a positive force in the
process of acquiring,another language. The development of
strategies to help children learn a second language must take
into account the contribution the learners can make by calling
on the knowledge they.have already acquired about language and

language learning. For example:

Children bring to this learning task a knowledge of what
language is. They have mastered many of the skills in lis-
tening and talking - -perhaps even some in reading and writing.

They,are aware of what language does; they can ask for
- things, explain things, socialize, and much more.

X4hey,haye the ability to play with language in songs,games,
''poetry, and jokes.

They have the ability to "work out the rules of a language, to

re CS, and to make adjustments naturally and easily.

A good second language learning environment is one in which
children (1) hear the language spoken; (2) use the language

10



in relevant situations; (3) interact with other children a:a
",--------with_Adults;:and (4) observe interactions between adults, be-

tween children and,aduIts, and between children.

Some people argue that a young child should not learn a second
language until the first is firmly established; others favor a
bilingual approach. But the fact is that in many parts'of North
America, schools have no option but to teach the child English-
as a second language on entry, no matter how young or how old
the child iss_in -order that he or she can take advantage of the
monolingual educational system.

However, it is the responsibility oZ any- educational system to
add to what the learner brings, not detract from it. The first
language - -the language of the home - -should be respected and sup-

ported if the student's self-concept is to remain positive. A
bilingual program in the school may not be possible, but an
encouraging attitude toward the development of bilingualism in
the individual student

Much of the language of young children (ages - 7, Piaget's
stage of intuitive thought) is egocentric, centered around
things and events that have a direct relevance to the child's
'here and now.' In short, children for the most part talk to
themselves with n desire or intention to communicate with
others. Gradually, as they are exposed to new experiences and
--donZ-e-gts,they begin to develop verbal labels to express their
mental images (Charles 1974). If children whose first language
is not English are not allowed to use the language they know and
have insufficient =remand of the new language to express their
thoughts, cognitive development may be delayed. Language and
thought are so closely related that teachers cannot afford to
restrict talk in any language.

Although some districts !lave specialist teachers trained to
assist children in ESL, primary teacneis, whose training may not
have indluddd work in' linguistics, often assume this xespon -
sibility in addition to their regular teaching load. Following
are relevant facts from well-documented linguistic theory (see
Resource section) and their practical application to the class -
rOOM.

Fact: 1. Every language has its own interrelated systems
of phonology, morphology, and syntax. These sys-

1 tems are highly patterned and, in many instances,
predictable.

Application: The patterns of language are controlled at first
so children can acquire useful vocabulary within a
constant frame. "What's this? It's a ball,
truck, house," etc.

11



Facts 2. Language is necessary to function in everyday
social situations, e.g., to exchange greetings, to
ask questions, to explain, to invite.

Application: Both asking and answering q uestions are essential
for communication. The teacher encourages Chia -

drea_to use language
to greet other
,to ask for an object;

to take a message to the officel

3. Children already-know-how to use theirownlan-
guage appropriately. They will begin to lee=
another language by transferring some of the same
strategies and rules. Gradeally,.however, by
trial and error; they will organize and adjust the
new language as they need it to function comfort-
ably in the new environment. As they progress
through the developmental stages of second-lan-
guage acquisition, they make generalizations much
as they did in first language acquisition. Bal-
anced bilinguals have mastered two_linguistic sys-
tems that they can use independently without
interference.

Application: The teacher extends the children's experience
the accompanying language by field trips, proj7,'
ects, role plays, etc:- Participation in real
situations stimulates the use of the'new length%
and new strategies.

FacO

t: 4. Language and cultige arc interwoven. The_sccial
context for ustrigV.ingua e--varies-from culture to

culture in puny differs oarys. Tone and pitch of
voice, volubility, man of.address, taboo
subjects, and body ,gestures are variable components

of all Languages and therefore of ommmunication.

e4
Application: The teacher provides meny opportunities for using

language in a variety of contexts:' talking to
classmates, teachers, 41e 'principal, the school
-nurse, and visitors; making appointments and/br
arrangements; reporting to a group; playing a role;
etc. -

5. While acquiring the first language, children de-
right in playing 4ith .the sounds and meladylming

'learned. The new sound system can ,be learned in
much_ the same way.

Fact:

Fact:

12



Application: The teachek introduces action songs,-games, po-
etry, etc. to encourage the children to experiment
with the sounds and melody of the new language,

Activities

The four skills of language - -listening, speaking, reading, and
writing--are interrelated and interwoven. Development of aural -
oral skills_Am the new language for youngESL children provides
a necessary foundation for the futUre development of written

Listening

It is important to remember that listening is an active skill,
involving4the students in decoding, sorting, classifying, and
relating experiences in order, to extract meaning. If listening
is being used in combination with Writing (e.g., the.language
experience approach), then encoding skills will be necessary as
well as translation of pauses and intonation into punctuation
symbols and_sentence boundaries.

Story-Time

Story-time is a daily activity in most preschool and primary
situations. Children from other cultlires need more time for
listening than is possible for the tekcher to provide for-the

whole class. Following are__some s,ggestions to supplement the
regular_story-time routine.-

' Have the children listen to a story on tape (teacher's voice)
accompanied by pictures or nonprint woks. This could be a
story previously read t4 the class.

' While they-are listening to the story on tape, Kaye the Chil-
dren-sequence pictures according to what they hear.

After they have listened to a tape, have the Children draw a_
_picture of the story, retelrips story to the teacher or

volunteer aide, role-play' theAtory with puppets (orJdolls),
or tell another story (perhaps the Story exists in a dif-
ferent version in their culture).

Rhythm

'F

The.melody of every language is different. Mastery of the in-
tonation system a the sect anguage is far more important to
communication than mastery of individual sounds. Music and
poatryztKemtqxgtL snadiura_f_araistening_tn Awl practicing-the. .

sound system:

.13
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I lIker-cake-mur I like-candye
I like mom to keep it handy.

After learning the words to a simple poem or rhyme such as the
aboye,.the children can be divided into groups--one group to
Clap the rhythm, one to use rhythM instruments, and one to

-

recite.

As the 'class repertoire is built up, the children themselves
will invent ways to play with the sound and intonation of the
language (e.g., experimenting with pitch,. intonation, moods,
roles, etc.).

Children respond spontaneously to music by moving and singing.
With subtle direction and imagination, the teacher can introduce
concepts of hLppinpss and sadness, lOudness and softness, sweet-
ness and harshnesdidnd soon. The language to accompany the
music can be introduced and expanded almost ad infinitum, giving
the teacher cpport.unitieStb encourage verbal and culturalin-
terchange:

This is happy music.
It makes me feel happy/sad.
When I close my eyes, what colors

does the' music make me see?
The notes of ,the music are dancing/

skipping/singing.
Happy music can be loud or soft, noisy

or quiet:

-
The sound of the violin is high and sweet.
The sound of the bass horn is low, Some-
, times soft and sweet, sometimes loud
and harsh.

We play happy music at weddings and'
feast days.

We play sad, music at

Singing provides a ratural mediuitt for practicing, the sounds, the
. patterns, and the rhythm of a Language. If actions are incor-
porated as well, the children learn that oral language can be ,
enhanced by nonverbal actions and that-meaning can be conveyed

. by gesturesai well as speech.,

Play activities that emphasize listening provide a natural me -
dium,for 'developing listening skills: .

Guessing games-- rdentifying common sounds, lis-
tening,for clues

- -- Substitution ,games --- "Whenever y u hearth turret I,

14

clap."
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Simon Says - -

Bingo--

"Imitate the action only when
Simon _says, !Place _your_hands___
on your head.'"
There are many variations
(numbers, letters,- words, def
initions, etc.).

Spend some time every day discussing the 'constants': greetings,
weather, oalendar,*birthdays, yesterday, today0.and to row.

.

The repetition of language for talking about_such common topics
enables children'to use language for social interaction w th

---,classmates and adults:-'

-Mutt is the date today?
Is today Thursday?
Whole birthday is it?
What kind of weather

id it today?

It's October 12th.
No, its Friday.
3aswinder's.
It's sunny.

Weather charts, seasonal pictures, creative calendars, and
birthday cakes (real or simulated) are all useful in creating
situations that encourage'hanguage.

Speaking

.\

The-oral language to which FAL children are introduced should
reflect their immediate needs to adjust, to explore, and to
_function in their new environment. The necessary language is
concreteOmmediate, and egocentric. According to Tough ,$1977),
,childreA need language for five different purposes: (1) adjust-
ment in the classroom/ (2) Self-help; (3) joining.in; (4)
finding out; and (5) extending learning.

Following are some suggestions for activities to develop lan-
guage in young children learning. English as a second language:.

Language for adjustment in the classroom

Identifying and classifying classroom objects:

What's this?

Following instructions:

It's a ball.
It's red.

It's round.

Let's all join'hands.
Make a line behind me.

ye the plff5F-t6-Tony.
Sit beside Michelle.



Language for self -help

Children learn a great deal from each other. Wise teachers,
therefore, will provide ample opportunities for students to
interact, e.g.:

At the sand table

--I-can make a road. Will you help me?
Make it Wide like this so big trucks can

go on it.
OK. I need the shovel.

Or In the cloakroom

Will you open my lunch box, please?
Please help me with my boots.

Language for joining in

Participatory play such as dressing up, playing house, or taking
part in group games provides situations for the language of
sharing, imagining, ag eing or disagreeing, and persuading or
dissuading. The oen al.focus is on the activity; the language
stems from it:

Do you want to play with me?
You're the father - -I'm the baby.
No, I want to be the baby.
I'm going took some eggs for supper.
: don't like eggs. Why don't we have hamburgers?

N.B.: In this kind of situation, the teacher's sole is either
that of a participant, facilitator, or Observer. The activity
is gild- directed, and the flow -Of language should not be inter-
rupted by corrections but may 'be stimulated by suggestions if
necedsary.

Choral response, action songs, and poetry recitation provide
opportunities for ESL children to join in and practice language
pleasurably and without stress.

Language for finding out

Discovery learning takes place in a variety of ways: field
trips, group projects, or, dr matic play. Children learning Eng-

)
,lish as a second language nee ..Jo use language to find out, to
make Observations, and to re to the new experience to what has

re.
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-7-Where are we going?
How will we get there?
Which direction is it from our school?
Let's look at a map.
What are we going to see?
Is there a in your country?

Language for leatelearning

As ESL children develop or transfer concepts in English, they
need language to give expression to the ideas they have or are
developing. Blocks of different shapes and sizes, the sand box,
the rice_table,_pictures,_smnipulative toys (cars, trains, dolls,
and doll houses) will help them conceptualize size, shape, color,
sequence, _comparison, and so on. Oral expression will demand

vocabulary, word order, and sentence patterns. The teacher can

stimulate language without directing it:
1

Child

The car is red.
It's going down a hili.
It's turning left.: -put on the signal.
The green truck is coming.

Teacher- stimulation

Which side of the road is it on?
What kind of truck is it?
"Qbere is it going?

Reading and Writing

Reading ,

In North American schools, the skill of reading is given more
prominence than any other. Failure to learn to read is, in many
instances, equated with a failure to learn.

Children from other cultures entering the school system between
the ages,of 5 and 8 are probably preliterate in their native
language, that is, they are too young to have been exposed to
more than beginning reading-,.and,'therefore, there will be
littie or no transfer of skills. Children whose first language

is English, on the other hand, have had at least five years to
internalize the sound. system of the English language and to use
and experience language in.,order to function in the environment.

.Such children are ready to begin developing skills in relating
sounds to visual representation, 'in matching words and pictures,

17
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and in recognizing sight words --in short, to begin the reading
process.

Before deciding on methods to use in teaching ESL children to
read, the teacher should be cognizant of the enormous task that
faces the children.

0

'The written symbols represent a sound system that is
unfamiliar. Unlike the Children whose first language is
English, ESL children have been expoiid-to the sound of
English for only a short time.-- -4,,

The-word order, structures, and sound'and sentence pat-
terns axle different from the Children's first.langusee.

Concepts already developed-in the first language mayobe N'
Conceptualized differently in English; for eximple,'Ail
cultures do nots,divide the color spectrum in the SAW
way: the fact that a child does not seem to differen-
tiate between yellow and green ray indicate that in his
or her native language there may_ be only one word for
what we perceive in English as two colors.

Meaning attached to,,exPeriences is culture-bound and does.
not translate exactly(into another language.

In assessing ESL children's readiness to begin .eading, the
teachers.by using everyday strategies (e.g., observing the
child, 14steningto the child, talking to the child, and
engaging the child -in tasks), will need to determine

each learner's background of experience, concepts, and oral
language developPent in the target language;

each learner's needs for. new labelling of familiar concepts;

' each learner's needs for experiences in the new language and
environment; and

each learner's interest in reading as demonstrated by his
or her ability to relate sounds and words to visual represen-
tat'nn, to listen to and use English functionally (e.g.,
retell stories, recite poems, etc.), to sequence events and
pictures, and to interpret what he or she hears and sees.

The-following suggestions stem from the assumption that reading
is based on language and experience and therefore is an exten
sion of the students'Aanguage development (see Stauffer 1970).
No matter'what reading program ESL students must ultimately fit
into, the beginning steps should instill in them the desire to
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expand what they already_know'and are interested in. Initial
success in reading relevant material motivates .the students to
proceed and provides the teacher with a method that can be comm
bined with others and can lead into a particular program being

-used in the school. 1

Reading Activities

Students, individually or in small groups, Choose an experience
that they wish t) share. It may be a field trip, a picture, an
object, a favorite story, or a filmstrip.

The teacher encourages the students to Share the experience
orally, stimulating the discussion with questions and suggeo-
tions..The teacher may wish to make brief notes on the board or
chart for later work ihreequencing. When the oral. discussion is
complete, the students dictate the story to the teacher, who .

writes itdowh verbatim. The teacher may ielp the students find

appropriate words by questioning and say encourage them to
-discuss their Choice of language, but it is importaneet this
stage that the students' language'be used, not.the teacher's.

When the story is complete, the teacher reads while the students
follow along.- This activity is important because (1) it helps
the students relate the spoken to the written message (it is at
this time that students often hear a mistake they.have not seen),

salad_ (2) it provides a fluency model.

The students can read the passage orally if ready. Its they are
not ready at this time, the teacher can use the nassage to
develop word recognition skills and to practice pronunciation
and/or -sentence \t*tterns. Students should practice reading the
story aloud to the teacher or to each other. The story will be
familiar because it is written in their own words. The task of
the students is to relate the oral and written symbols. P

Students may now be ready to copy the story, depending on their
ability to transcribe. Copying their own stories is a valuable
activity for ESL students: they practice letter formation and
direction, become aware of sentence and word formations and
learn the relationship between oral and written symbols. It is
at this stage that self-correction often begins. The teacher
can use the opportunity to encourage questioning, comparing, and
self-criticism--the beginning of editing skills.

Stories that have been worked over and with which students them-
selves are satisfied can be compiled into individual or group
booklets that betone readers for the class. Students often 'want

to interpret their work with drawings. As the booklets are com-
piled, students should be encouraged to share their work with
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their classmates, families, or friends. -Gradually they will
realise that books contain what the author warts to say. At
this stage, the transition can be made to a baeal reader tr a
story book.

Classroom resources arean important adjunct tb the reading
process. Various kinds of charts, bulletin board's, calendars,
maps, pictures, flesh cards, and games can be used to stimulate
and challenge the students' interest in reading.

Wiiting

Although `reading is a receptive language activity, and writing
is. an expressive lingualisactivity, they can oe developed
together in a'complementary way. Young ESL children may need to
be4,'tiught how to hold a pencilehow to print on the line, and
how $o progress from left to right. All children need prac-
tine in letter,f.rmatidn, both upper' and lower case, but ESL
children, especially those whOse native languages do not:use the a

Roman alphabet, may need additional assistance. Letters printed
on a flash card or, on masking tape attached to a desk or table
provide a handy reference until the, students become familiar'
with them. Games and exercises that require the children to
match words and pictures,' or words with words, increase recog-
nition skills.

Writing Activities

As mentioned in the previous section on the language experience
'method of teaching reading, copying evolves as a naturarpro-
gression. Students practice letter and word formation, sentence
patterns, and.spelliipos well as capitalization and punctua-
tion.

Dictation is an activity that synthesizes the students' use of
all four skills -- listening, speaking, reading,_and writing.

onepassage should be read aloud three times by the teacher: on6e
for comprehension, once for writing, and once for checking. A
controlled approach to composition, in which blanks are filled
in, may be useful for some ESL students. For example:

,1

The .ir.n driving his oar yesterday.
Suddenly he heard a shot.
He

Students may also suggest titles or one-sentence endings for
stories, or rewrite in the past tense stories written in the
present tense. Letter and journal writing are Useful tran-
sitional activities when the student is ready to move from the
group language experience story to a personal account.
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Students should also be encouraged to manipulate language for
the sheer delight it creates., Finding rhyming words helps chil-
dren become aware of the sounds of the language: exchanging rid-
dles _helps them become sensitive to the ambiguities and
possibilities of the'language.

Where is the best place to do your homework?
At Macdonald's- -They do it all for you.

Students. can broaden their vocabularies by making word pictures,
that is, by drawing the outline of an item such as a house and
printing:within the outline all the words they can think of
associated with house. They can work alone and exchange ideas
later pecan brainatorm in small groups. 1

Most students, no matter how young, enjoy telling stories.
Children who cannot yet,write can dictate their story to a
teacher or aide and watch it being written down. Older children
can write their own short stories to be bound in a clasistory
book.

Word games, crossword puzzles, and problem solving relate writ-..

ri.ing skills to thinking skills and emphasize the interrelation-
ship of language components. InterPretation of charts, dia-
grams, andmquatione into written language helps students to
translate comprehension into a language pattern.

The bowl is larger than the cup.

RESULTS

If we put 4 cups of water in the bowl, then the bowl
is halffull. ,
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Concept Development

It is impbrtant that young children be given every opportunity
to develop cognitively while simultaneously mastering English.
If the focus is solely on English language learning with no
attentien- paid to cognitive development, the children's minds
will stagnate...in an atmosphere of neaningless repetitive drills.
In order to function successfully in the upper grades, children

,must acquire, while, young, a solid base of, knowledge and intel-
lectual or thinking skills, and if they are denied this oppor-
-unity, their progress in schoA. will be delayed-and- fi--Eure will

be certain.

All teachers of- young children are:aware of the need to assist
them to develop concepts in order that they can deal intelli-
gently with the world around them; and _this is no less true for
young non-English-speaking children than it is for English-.
speaking children. Concepts permit children to organize thpir
perceptions of their environment,- to incorpOrate new experien-
ces into the framework they have built, to make generalizations-,
and to peicei,re hierarchies and associations. Concepts ,are
involved in understanding and -solving problems. Some concepts
are universal; while others are culture-bound. As children
absorb concepts, so they build their world view.

Concept development in young children (ages 4- - 7} is grounded
in the here- and- now, in the immediate.,. experience grasped through
the senses. Early associations between objects and/or events
are often made on the basis of immediacy or chance rather than
on logic or function. But continued experiences with objects,
ideas, and events, coupled with language that draws attention to
the salient features of the experience, cause children to adapt
and modify their early ill-formed concepts so that they grow
-closer to the nmaning of the concepts held by the adults in the
community. Initially, children are context-bound, but the
acquisition of concepts enables them to move over the years from
the realism of the moment to symbolism. Without this move, the
realm of abstract thought - -so vital in educationwquld be
beyond their grasp. The word, which is ,important initially in
drawing childrens attention to the ,concept, serves laterasthe
symbol for the concept which in itself incorporates the.chil-
dren's generalized and accumulated experiences. Language and
thought are very closely related--each stimulates the other- -
making it possible for the teacher of young ESL ,children to
teach English and strategies for reflective thinking .simulta-,
neously, to the great- advantage of the children.

Before they come to, school, children acquire many concepts that
grow out of their concrete personal experiences. In school they
learn new --and perhaps different--concepts that are consciously
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and deliberately taught by the teacher'and arise out of a com-
bination of language and teacher-directed manipulation of the
immediate environment by the children. In many cases, the con-
cepts taught in school reinforce and extend concepts taught at
home, but there are times when non-English-speaking children
must learn concepts that appear to contradict those learned at

home. -The categorization of colors in the spectrum, or of

fruits and vegetables, is not the same in all languages, nor are
kinship terms, and it is necessary for children to learn, though
not-to accept as being in any way superior, the classification
systems of the dominant culture in which they are going to spend
the greater part of theirlives2"-,_

Young children are full of curiosity, but the energy they pot
into their self- motivated learning is directed toward an Imme-
diate goal with the hope of immediate satisfaction. The sug-
gestion that one learns English today in order to be able to use
it tomorrow is not one that will have any appeal to young chil-
dren, and "the 'motivation to explore, describe, and understand
the world around them will die if satisfaction is withheld. By
presenting interesting and challenging tasks, teachers can use

this abundant energy for the attainment by the children of more
satisfying ends.

The most important implication of all this is that concept-
development should be the core of the ESL program. Concepts
e'ould promote language, which in turn should promote thought,

thus preventing thellmriod of mental stagnation that can occe
when ESL children areftaught only the form of language .with
little --if any -- attention paid to its function or content. A
further implication is that young ESL children must be given
many direct opportunities to explore the physical and social
world around them. Vicarious experiences such as filmstrips and
pictures are only second-best.

Whereas in the past, ESL curriculum was based on language and
moved sequentially from what were consider,:d simple sentence
structures to more_icomplex structures, today's curriculum for
young ESL children should provide a systematic and sequential

presentation of concepts, the language necessary for their
expression, and the reasoning strategies necessary for their A

manipulation. While teachers will have to make up programs to
suit the age, background, and mental.and physical development of
the children in their care, the following are clusters of con-
cepts that should be included (the list is not exhaustive):

Id6ntification of object_ s beginning with those that are
immediate and personal: body parts, clothing, objects in the
roora.
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Clas ification according to color, shape, size, number,
function, and kind, again beginning with what is immediate,
personal, and concrete; comparing and, contrasting these.

-,.....

2-,.... 1,
. .

....
! Spatia relations such as near and far, in front of and

\if-behind, under-and over. In every classroom, opportunities
abound or both informal and - formal teaching ce spatial vela-

, tions. panes, handicrafts, tidying vp --all these involve_
varting4ikects of,space. -

Temporal relations such as past, present, and future; before
and,after;ards; since and during. Since time is less con-
crete thanItspace,.it presents an increased, level of diffi-
culty for some children. Some aspects of time are culture -
bound, such\as attitudes, toward the future or the keeping of
appointments.

\

.

, .

Emotional andifimilial relations such as love -hate, happi-
ness-unhappiness, loyalty, family, kinship, self-others,
child- child,', child - adult. Many of these concepts are cul-
ture-bound. In North America, far, example, far more emphasis

..z. is put on the individual than on the group. Sane cultures'
differentiate between an uncle on the mother's side and an
uncle on the father's side. Unless teachers are well aware

i
of these ces, they may confuse the Children.

..-
. .

Ordering, which can evolve from one of other concept
clusters. Items that have been classified as or or little

can be put in ordei from biggest to littlest. Yesterday's
field trip can-be' viewed in terms of what we did first,
then next, .and -so ce .

Equivalency, which involves the recognition that although
things may vary in so feature such ii*shape, they my, in
fact, be equivalent in some other aspect, as when different
shapes 'enclose the sa area or when different shaped vessels
contain the same amount of liquid. Practical experience with
containers of the same r different size helps to develop the
concept of equivalency.

;

The subject matter of the sc ool curriculum will suggest many
concepts or clusters of oonce is that the children will need to
waste.:, such as measure (arit metic, geography), color and shape
(art), chronological order (hi tory), and so on. (Ideas for
bridging the gap between ESL ldren's conceptual and linguis
tid knowledge on entry and the jectives of the school curri-
culum will be found on pp: - 2.)

In the development of concepts, lx is paramount. Teachers
provide the verbal labels the chil ren need, they draw atten-

..
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tign to important features of the concept through language, and
they compel the children in subtle ways to accept the challenge,
wrestle with it, and to express in words both the process -and
be product. Peer interaction should also'be encouraged, as the

verbal exchanges that take, place heiFaildren to organize both
their words and their thoughts. -Thought and language, i.e., the
children's developing intelligence anktheir verbal skills, are
interdependent and should develop concomitantly., A sample unit
showing how this may be done follows the summary below of those
principles that teachers need to know about concept development
_and the use to which they can be put:

Fact: 1. Concept development moves from the concrete to the
abstract as the child grows older.

Application: First-hand, immediate, and concrete experiences
are preferred over second-hand, distanced, vicar-
ious experiences. The children should dini it, see
it, feel it, touch it, move it, taste it, and so on.

Fact: 2. Some concepts are universal; some axe culture-
bound.

Application: An awareness of which concepts are culture-bound
will enable teachers to clarify for the children
what may appear to be contradictory ideas. In
exploring the makeup of the family, for instance,
r.e.che:rg can show that families can be small
(single parent and one child) or large (extended
family). No judgment should be offered as tkl;
which is better.

Fact: 3. Concepts depend on perceptions that are taken in
by all the senses.

Application: Activities should employ as many of the senses as
possible. Some children_ learn better through one
sense than another.'

Fact: 4. Concepts form the basis for further school learn-
ing.

Application: The core concepts of the school curriculum should
be the core of the ESL program. Teachers in the
school should be asked to contribute their ideas
as .to what these cote concepts are.,

Fact: 5. Concepts also lie at the heart of.social relations
and value systems, band these vary among cultures.
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I

Application: Teaching bilingualism means tea hing bicultural-ism, ah__Ipmrtant aspect of-wh ch is social
behavior. Some chlidteTnsay va-toslearn to look
adults in the eye when talki g.to them, or not to
ask them 11°4 old they are!

Fact: 6.____Language and.thoughtjire nterdependent 4nd mutu-
allystimulating.. 1

Application: ESL children need an vironment that encourages
exploration and talkjig both inside and outside
theclassrood. resting materials, field
trips,-and-Visitors are essential componentit of a/
good program.

,

/

Pact: 7. Language drills divorced from meaning (concept)
and pleasure are boring for young children and
provide little motivation for concentration and
effort.

Application: Language activities that engage the children_by
- being relevant to their needs-and_interests will

promote learning alOng with-motivation for further
learning. The repetition that children need can
be provided through games and activities rather
than through,parrot -like drills.

Fact:. 8. Learning a concept is not a one,-shot deal..,
1"

Application: Children need a variety, of- experiences with a con -
---cept in a variety of situations with a variety of

, people. EaCh new experience will result in some
modifidation, extension, or limitation.of the
concept. 4

4

Fact: 9. Concepts learned,in the home often begin with the
experience and move to the word. Concepts learned
in school Often begin with the word and move to
the experience.

Applidation: Children entering school often have to learn how
to learn in the way in which-the school 'teaches.

In some cultures, children watch and listen and
then experiment - -that is, languige .comes after the
experience. In North American schools, language
may pretede on-occur simultaneously with the ex-
periencer Teachers may have twprompt children to
pay atteAtiori to language- -their own and the

'teacher!s
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Fact: 10. Learning in the higher grades depends on the chil-
dren's being able to use words as symbOls.

Children must be encouraged to use'words to des-
cribe experiences, objects, events, and ideas
rather than to use gestures or actions, and to do

_
this for ';kEit'7;:tireseutr-and-future...e2SOACnces.

In this way, they,are helped to move from thect

Application:

Fact:

Application:

Fact:

Application:,

crete- to the abstract node .a expression.

Learning also depends on the children's having
command of complex sentence' structures and words
that describe processes and show relationships.

Children's language must be carefully monitored to
see that they are mastering the required sentence
structures and vocabulary needed.for abstract
thought. Teachers-should encourage the use of
words like "why" and "because" and constantly
model for children the expressions they need.

Children learn language and concepts from adults
and from Other children.

Tilking should not only be encouraged but .should
be plann7i for. Children can be paired or placed
in small groups with pr without an adult - -depend
ing on eir age and language ability - -to under-
take challenging task.

/ Unit and Leeson Planning'

Each unit or lesson plan should consist of the purpose,
into conceptual and language objectives, along with a
attaining the objectives.

. A

Sample Unit

Conceptual. Objectives

thod cor

_Children will be able to classify by (1) color, (2) shape,
(3) color and shape.

Language Objectives

Children will be able to use the basic structures

is thi-s?What (color)

It s
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Where does it go?

It goes tiere.
thy does, it go there?
Because it's

Materials,

* ;
Two, hoops. Four sheets of construction paper--1 red, 1

yellow, 1 blue, ...nd 1 green. From each piece cut a square, a

Lesson A

Teacher holds up a red square and says,-"It's red. What t__

color is it? It's red." .

. 1

Teacher points to other' red objects nearby and sayh, "It's
red." - ..

Teacher, repeats with red triangle and circle.

Teacher points to various red objects, including the shapes,
and asks questions and elicits choral and individual answers.

-T: Whet color is it?
' S: It's zed. '

Teacher repeats with yellow, green, and blue_shapes and
objects teaching those oplOrs._-

___It is important in the very early stages to use one sentenCii
pattern. Other patterns Such as "What color is this?" or 4Is
this blue?" can be substituted later: Form and meaning
should= be closely related at this stage.

Follow-up Activities
1

1. Child as Teacher. Each child acts as the teacher so as
to give all students arLcpportunity to ask as well as
answer questions.

2. I Spy.- The teacher says, "I spy with my little eye
something that is blue." The children ask, "Is it the
book?" "Is it Caroline's dress?" The child who gives the
correct answer takes over from the teacher. Children may
use one-word answers initially ("Book?") if they have not
mastered the question form, tut they should be given
practice and encouragement in using the sentence pattern,
"Is it-the ?"
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3. Coloring. The children draw and color rainbows or, bal-
loons and talk about the colors they are using.

Finger Painting. Using_the four colors, the children
make pictures with their fingers or blow drops of paint
Itogethar-to blend. They talk about what they are doing.

5. "Identifyin4e. Games. There are any number of activities
that require.a physical response from the children, e.g.,
running and touching the color namedrlistening for the
name of the color while the teacher tells a stori, and
then running and touching it or running around the room;
picking up the right colored square out of a pile.
Additional colors can be worked into subsequent lessons
as mastery of both the concept and the language is
achieved.

Lesson B

This is similar to Lesson A except that, the three shapes

(triangle, circle, square) are substituted for the colors.
Reinforcement activities should follow the teaching part of
the lesson.

During the next few days, colors and shapes should be
reviewed. The teacher should ensure that meaning (color and
shape) and form (sentence patterns and vocabulary) are pre-
sentedeimultaneously and are understood.

Lesson C

The teacher lays two hoops on the flooropoints first to one
and then to the other saying, "This is the blue house. This
-is the red house."

The teacher picks up a blue square and says, "Where does, this
go?" -

The teacher elicits a phycical responser,by pointing to the
hoop designated the "blue house" and says, *"/t goes there."

The pattern is repeated until the children seem to have
caught on and are ready to put the objects in the appropriate
house. ThAA the children take over asking and answering the
.question.

The teacher repeats with the yellow and blue shapes and
objects, relenting the houses.

iy
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Follow -up Activities ,

These activities include sorting buttons, cards, pieces pf
material, etc. into piles according to oolor.

Lesson D

This is similar to lesson C, but uses shapes and designates
the hoops as the "square house," "the triangle house," and

the "circle house."

Lesson E (for the older children)

The lesson tegins as for Lesson C, but after the child has
indicated, "Itqess there," the teacher asks, "Why doe's it go
there?" and then teaches the answer, "Because it's blue."

Some children will be ready for a challenge. The teacher
holds.up a yellow card, points to the blue house, and says,
"Doss it go ther ?" and then elicits the reply, "No, because
it's not blue."

a

The lesson continues, using objects of different oblors chosen
by the children.

Lesson F

This is similar to Lesson E, but uses shapes instead of colors.

Lesson G,-

The teacher designates one hoop the "blue house" and the
other hoop the "square house." The teacher holds up the blue
triangle and asks, "Where does this:go?" and then elicits the
correct response, "lit goes there" (Pointing to the blue house)
or "In the blue-tiouse."

----
,The teacher asks-the-Atiiiiii;;,*Why does it go there?" and
elicits-th-ciisporse, "Because it's blue."

The teacher holds up the yellow square and asks, "Where dOns
:this go?" and elicits the correct response, "It goes there"
(pointing to the square house).

The teacher questions, "Why does it- go there?" and elicits
the response,'' Because its square."-

The teacher works through a number of pieces, reeking sure
they are either square or blue, then finally holds up the
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blue square and asks, "Wheredoes this go?" Some children
will point to the blue hoop and some to the square hoop.

It is likely that one child will see the need to overlap the
two hoops and to place the piece in the merlon area created.

The teacher asks, "Why does it go there?" and the child will

answer, "Because it's blue and square."

Other combinations of color and shape can be used, an71 questions
and answers cih be,zephrased. As stated earlier, the under-
standing of the oonCept the Language needed for its expres
Sion should develop toga , the-one stimulating the. other. If

any child seems to get lost in either the concept or the Lan -
-guage, stop and go back to the beginning. Follow-up activities
that draw attention to color and shape, challenge thechildren
to classify them alone br together, and employ the language
necessary for, their expression should continue ..!or some Weeks,

after the actual teaching lessons. Both the concepts and the
language, need to be experienced and used in a variety of
situations.

Units.andlessons can be worked out I.sing concepts from the list
given previously. Once items have been identified they can be
.observed, described, compared, contrasted, collected,'classi-
fied, criticized, sequenced, or arranged in hierarchies. Chi]. -

dren can be asked to summarize_ what they have observed or
learned, imagine what might happen-if..., apply the knowledge to
a new situation, make decisions about,what to do next, and so
on, allowing language to stimulate thought and thought to
stimulate language.

Teachers who are preparing children to enter a higher grade
should determine whit concepts and language the, children should
have mastered prior to entering the grade and endeavor togive
the children the necessary. background.

Additional Examples

1. Conceptual objective

Children will be able to name familiar classroom objects.
(Ventificatian)

Language objective

Children will be able to respond to the question "What's
missing?" with'the name of the classroom object.
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Materials

--Six or eight classroom objects such-as a book, pencil,
paste pot, piece of chalk, scissors, etc. ("Kim's Game").

All the objects are placed on a tray. The teacher names
the objects and the children repeat the names. The Chil-
dren close their eyes while the teacher removes one Object.
After they open their eyes, the teacher asks, "What's miss-
ing?" The child who gives the correct response takes over
from the teacher. This activity should be followed by.
having the children use the Objects and talk about them.

2. Conceptual objective

Children will be able to name_ the other children. (Identi-
fication)

Language objective

In addition to naming eat.h other, children will be able to
use the` pronouns Ey, youl; his, her correctly.

Materials

A ball.

the children and teacher sit in a circle: the teacher
holds the ball and 'aays, "My_name-is . The
teacher then throns the_ball to another child who says, "My
name is _V ," And so on.

Variations

A. The child--throws
, "Your name is

the ball to another child and says,-
."

H. The child throws the ball to another child and says to
the whole group, "His/her name is ."

.

C. The information is expanded to "Hy first-ramp'il ."
"Hy ,second name is . ." (Ordering). ',

This activity should be followed by real and simulated sit-
ua_t_lonsin_which_the_children introduce themselves and

3. Conceptual objective

The children will -be able to place the days of the week in
the correct order. (Ordering).



Language objective

The children will be able to name the days of the week and
use -the words before and after.

Materials

A_wheel chart with the days of the week in the spokes and a
movable arm.

The teacher points the arrow to Monday and asks, "Which day
cones before Monday?" The children reply, "Sunday comes
before; Monday." The teacher aiks,-"Which day comes after
Monday?" and so- on. The children can take turns being the
teacher or can work with an English-speaking buddy. The

--children can close their eyes and Answer without help from
the chart when they are ready. Children ,should be encour-
aged to talk about that they did the day before or what
they will do the day after. ---

A

4. Conceptual t-objeCtive I

The children will respond to words Indicating a particular
position, in space./ (Spatial relations)

Language objective,

The children will be able to use the following terms: in
front of, behind, beside, between, under.

The children stand near a chair or table, or anything that
they can move around, crawl under, or sit on. Play "Simon
Says," making sure that every instruction contains a pr,po-
sition describing a spatial relation. Teachers will find
many opportunities to use these terms in such situations as

,eleiting -out or putting away materials, or in physical acti-
vities. /

5. Conceptual Objective

The children will -be able to use kinship terms correctly
and understand the relationships. (Familial relations)

Language objective '

Children will be able to recognize and use the following
terms: mother. father; hrotbore sister, grandfather,
grandmother.

lb
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A mail -order catalog or advertising flyers, scrapbook or
paper, scissors, paste.

The children cut-out pictures from the catalog that repre-
sent either their own families or ap imaginary family. Theie
are pasted in their scrapbooks and named. Other family mem-
bers can be added later. Stories can be made up about the
families And dictated to the teacher. The objects mentioned
in the stories can be cut from the catalcg and pasted in
the serapbook.-

-;

Thematic Approach

46u

Am alternative to centering ort the concept and moving_from,theret
to an activity is to pick a theme and to use it to introduce a
numbdr of concepts.- The topic of "body parts," for example, can _

be used to foster the following concepts:

1. Identification. The children name the body parts.

2. classification. The children group themselves accor-
ding to height or color ..xf eyes.

3. Space. The Children put their hands.on their heads,
under their feet.

,4.\ Ordering. The children draw an outline of their
hands and place the drawings in order alphabetically
by name, or by size

Some themes that can be used to
t

\

body parts
clothing

getting dressed
food
toys
books
classroom Objects
numbers

birthdays
days of the week
months of the yedar"t4

dates

develop ooncepLz cre

t-
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,money

time

addresses
wild animals
domestic animals
transportation
families
weather

community workers
,"seasons

shapes
colors -



Bridging the,Gap to the Regular Curriculum

A major goalW the ESL program is to help the children move

into the regular curriculum as soon as possible. Teachers often

ask if .there is an ESL curriculum, and there rarely is (and if

there is it ihould be suspect!). The best curriculum for ESL

children is the one the teacher devises, taking into account

(1) the children's starting point and (2) the point in the regu-

lar curriculum where the children might reasonably expect to be,

according to their age, once English language competency has

been built up:

The difficulty that arises in trying to write an ESL curriculum

that will fit all ESL children is that their starting points can

be very dissimilar in the following areas:

o Age. Some ESL children may enter at kindergarten or
grade one, that is, at the beginning of their educa-

tion; others may oome in at gradeitwo or higher, trans-
ferring from one education system to another.

Language competence. Some children speak no English on

entry; others have control of basic vocabulary and

simple sentence patterns.

Motor skills. Some children have not had an opportun-

ity to use scissors, paste, and pencilsr 'or to play

with balls and hoops,though they may have developed

other motor skills that they are not asked to demon-
itrate in school.

Reasoning skills. Some children may not have developed
reasoning skills similar in kind and degree to those of

their peers' others may be further advanced.

Factual knowledge. Some children may not haVe been
exposed to information to the muse degree as their TV-
saturated peers; others may have had experiences of

life and the world beyond those of their teachers.

Knowledge about processes. Some children may not know-

how common objects work because they were not_rert_of_

-their former environment, but they know how other

things work that are not commonly found in their new

environment.

Behavior. Some children have learned different cul-

tural behavior patterns..
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Learning styles. Some children' have learned to learn
by watching, listening, and experimenti,ng- -not by ask-
ing questions'or by being asked questions. Learning
styles are not identical across- -or even within
tures.

Some children may be ahead of their age groups in some areas and
behind them in others. In order to determine what each child's
individual, program (curriculym) should be, the teacher should
ask the following questions:.

What should a child of this age know or be able to do
according to the curriculum guide?,

"What is this child's current level of linguistic know-
ledge, concepts, manipulative skills, and social
behavior?

' What linguistic knowledge, concepts, manipulative
skills, Or social behavior does this child need in order,

4 "to fUnction comfortably with the peer, group?.

How can this child be helped to get control of the
necessary knowledge, concepts, manipulative skills, and
'behavior?

It is obviously very important that teachers be aware of the
various stages of development young children pass through, and
that they be familiar with the goals and objectives of the
program .in which they work, whether this .is at the level of kin-
dergarten or in the primary grades. Teachers need to obseroe
the children carefully `and consistently so that they can make
valid comparisons between the English-speaking children and the
non - English-speaking children; an'ESL child whO seems to lack a
particular skill may simply not have reached that stage of
development, or the skill nay not be one valued in the child's
culture (e.g., tying shoelaces). There is a grave danger that
youfig ESL Children who du not appear to be as capable as their
English- speaking peers will be labelled "slow leajers" befoie
they have had an opportunity to learn the language of communica-
tion, to master those skills and concepts needed to function in
te new environment, and to overcome the culture shock ,they may
beaxperiencing.

.0

Young ESL c41dren.can be disoriented, when they come to school,
by either.the physical surroundings or the teaching methods.
Some dilldren have come from small rul-al schools ,pr from no
schooli,at all and are completely overwhelmed by the size of a!
modern No;th American school and the array of materials. Other
Children find that the teaching style and expectations of the
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teacher bear little relationship to their learning styles and
expectations, and they are confused both by the instructions of
the teacher and thit'actionsof the other children.

No curriculum imposed from above can take all these factors
into account. Only the

and
who is prepared to modify the

physical environment and to change his or her teaching style to
accommodate each child's concerns can properly plan a" program
that will lead the child into the regular vurriculum. The fol-
lowing points need to be considered: '

Fact: 1. Children from different cultural and linguistic
backgrounds progreps through similar stages., in
language development, conceptual development, and
motor coordination at approximately the same age.

Application: By knowing what these stages are, teachers can
make realistic appraisals of the children's abili-
ties and will not expect them to perform at a
_level beyond their peer, group. For example, young
ESL children shoulo not te'expected to produce
sounds that English-speaking children of the same
age find difficult, 'such as the th sounds.

,/
Fact: 2. Children from different cultures learn to learn in

different ways; that is, some watch, listen, and
experiment, but do not ask questions. In the

average middle-class North American hones parents
prod and prOmpt their children by asking questions
and by encouraging their children to ask ques-
tiOns. Mott schows follow this teaching/learn--.
ing style as opposed to the rote memorization
practiced in some-schools overseas.

Application: If the teaching style of the teacher and the
learning style of the Children do not mesh, both
will experience frustration and perhaps failure.
Teachers must adapt to the children's learning
style initially, as they are bbvidsly too young
to make the switch overnight. Gradually the
teacher can introduce the children to another
learning style, but the starting point must be the
learning style the children absorbed at home -or in
their flro'L school. For example, if the` child is
used to ricCe learning, the teacher can employ pat-
tern practice while introducing discovery.
learning.

Fact: 3. Teachers :reed to be familiar with the curriculum
goals and objectives as 1,51d-down by the educa-
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tional authorities in their area and as advocated
in their particular institution.

Application: .A detailed examination of the goals and objec-
tives-will enable teachers to see the full range
of learning (skills and knowledge) that ESL chil-
dren require in order to be able to work comfor-
tably alongside their peers. This range. of learn-
ing includes not only what the children need across
the curriculum at their particular age level, but
also what has been covered in preschool or in the
preceding grades. The goals and Objectives can be
further examined to determine their linguistic,
conceptual, cultural, and social attributes, and'to
pinpoint specific thinking And motor skills.

Fact: 4. If the children are -going to be integrated into
another classroom or program, the more the teacher
knows about the practices and expectations within
that classroom or program, the better.

Application: As classroom practices and ,expectations vary among
teachers and among schools, the teacher can help
ESL children, to make the. transition and therefore

-to achieve,success by preparing them initially for
a specific situation. For example, some teachers
use a particular reading approach; others have a
set pattern for the opening exercises.

Fact: 5. Teachers need to know how to assess children's
edncatIonal, linguistic, conceptual, and social
development both formally and informally and how
to monitor their progress. .

Application: A knowledge of each child's current level will
assist the teacher in planning a program that will
move the children toward the goals and objectives
commensurate with age without permitting gaps to
develop in their knowledge, skills, or experience,)
and without requiring them to duplicate work corn-11
pleted elsewhere.

Fact: 6. Teachers must find ways of preventing young ESL
children from feeling that they are either fail-
ures or somehow inferior because they initially
cannot do or say the same things as their peers.

Application: Children who see themselves as failures will have
difficulty reaching the goals they are capable of
reaching. Teachers can use a variety of strate-
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gies (praise, encouragement, support from other
children and parents, selection of tasks within
their capacity, etc.) to give the children a real
sense of achievement even though what they do may
Aot be identical to what their peers do- -but gen-
uine interest-annot be fakedi

Fact: 7. Teaching is a highly complex task. Every reacher
needs support Iron: time to time. Teachers should
know-where they can get help on both the theoreti-
cal and practical` aspects of teaching,ESL.

If good support services are readily available,
teachers can use-them to ease their teaching load,
to provide additional help to the children, and to
improve the quality of their teaching--in other
words,'good support services enable teachers to
create good learning environments that help chil-
dren to reach, their potential. They can also take
some of the 'Worry out of teaching.'

Applicatian:

The bridge to the regular curriculum has six steps leading to
\ it:

First Step: Assess the Children to Find Their Current Level

The best assessment will occur, over a number of days and weeks
as the teacher observes the children in action and finds many
opportunities to talk to them and to invite them to perform par-
ticular tasks. Information, obtained from the parents when the
children were registered may prove helpful, as well as back-
ground material on the Children's previous education and social
experient.?.s(see pp. 2 - 4).

Beware of standardized tests. (1) They are culture-bound:
(2) they may be too sophisticated linguietically, and (3) chil-
dren from other cultures do not necessarily regard tests as
important and therefore do not do their best.

Only if the children seem fairly close in language skills and
concepts to their English,speaking peers should a standardized
test be given, and even then the results should be interpreted
with caution, Any children or adults who take tests in a lan-
guage with which they are not familiar are unlikely to score as
high as their ability evuld warrant. If these standardized test
scores become part-of the children's permanent scholastic
records, they could affect their future by prompting low expecta-
tions in teachers and others; In the following pages, we will
accompany a child through all six steps.
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Example: Baljeet is five and speaks Punjabi. She can give her
name when asked but otherwise says nothing in English -
and looks the other -way when spoken to. She has dif-
f handling pencils, scissors, paste, blocks,.and
jigsaws and shows no interest in books. She seems to
enjoy physical activities and can follow directions
after watching-the other children. She can classify
objecti by shape, size; and color, but her limited'Eng-
liSh makeS it .difficult to check on her concept level
opment. She talks extensively in Punjabi to her
mother-when she comes to pick her 11P. She ha_never----
attended kinderga-rten before. _There is no- reason to

suggest that she_is anything other than a normal five
year-old.

Second Step: Determine the Children's Probable Entry Point
into the Curriculum.

_-- 1

As far as possible, the Chiidren's entry point into the regular
curriculum should be in accordance with their age. Children
should not be placed a year behind unless there is°evidence that
suggests an immaturity in cognitive or sociadevelopment.

Example: Baljeet should be prepared for entry into the curricu-
lum at'her age level.

Third Step: Determine the Linguistic Knowledge, Concepts, Mani-
pulative Skills, and Social Behavior the Children Will Need in
Order to Function Comfortably with the Peer Group.

The goals and objectives for the children's age group are
examined and compared with the results of the assessment. The
kncwledge, concepts, skills, and behavior that the children
need but do not appear to have mastered are listed and then
examined in detail to disCover their various components.

Example: According to a current kindergarten curriculum guide,
be able to (a) greet people and (b)

recOinize rigns and labels on shelves, lockers, and
boxes_Among other skills). , -

Greeting people involves the following:
. Recognizing greetings such as "Hi," "Hello," and
"Good morning" and being able to respond

. Producing specific sounds such as the h in "Hi" and

"Hello"
. Using an appropriate intonation pattern
. peing able to look the greeter in the eye when

responding
. Knowing the gestured that accompany greetings, such
as waving the hand to indicate "Hello" or "Goodbye"
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Knowing which g eting is appropriate in particu-
lar situations

Recognizing signs an labels involVes the following:
Understanding the lationship of writing to
speech'

"-Recognizing English writing
Recognizing the conf guratiOn of different words
Being abXe to say ,the name of the labelled item and
recognizing the*word en it is spoken
Knowing the function o the labellelid items

the e senten patterns in which the
label is often embedded, e.g., "Put it on the
shelf," "Open the box."

Baljeet hap shown no ,ability
these tasks so far.

° e
perform either of

. In teiching'a .skill, concept, orlanguage,item, teachers should
processbe, aware of the process that English - speaking children went

through before they ,learned something new,\and should ensure
that ESL children have,;an opportunity to go through the saws
process, ifwneeessary4Amt at a faster Pace.

.

.

It is important that teachers ensure that EgL_chil-
dren have In opportunity to hear and reproduce,the vocabulary ",
syntax, and idioms needed to. achieve the various curriculum

'objectives, so that they can respond to language-and express
themielves so as to be understoOd.,c

..1 '

Pourth,Step: Write Objectives That Will Bridge the Gap between
the Children'sCurrent Leveland-the Objectives as Stated in the
Regular:Curriculum ' . '

,

4 1 \
.

Teachers are,lopry much on their own, as they writ dge"
objectives that will span the gap that exist: the chil-
dren's present conceptual, linguist , and social skilIS and,

`; those they %%fed to add in or to function successfully, in the
new linguistic and cu uTil environment. Reference books and

:,commercialmatell S can help to give some direction (see ,

pc4-4!,..7:_51-for suggested titles), but only the children's,
teacher-ban,decidelwhat the program should be.
. . .

1
\\..

Example:: Bridge Objectives
\.,.

Greetings 1 ... \
z d

...-Beljeet will wave "Hello" and "Goodbye."
,

' Baljeet will turn to the greeter and smile on
being greeted.

Baljeet'will lespond verbally to a greeting.
Baljeet will initiate a greeting.



_

_

Recognizing sighs and labels
Baljeet will recognize the relationship between
the written and spoken word.

Baljeet will recognize words that look the same
or different.

Baljeet will be able to say the.names of the
, labelled items.

Baljeet will respond to instructions concerning
the labelled items.

Fifth Step: Plan Various Activities That Will Capture the
Children's Interest, Involve Them, and Enable Them to Achieve
the Bridge Objectives.

ro

Young children do not learn through drills but through_games-and
activities that involve them, so that they learn unconsciously
in an atmosphere of relaxation and pleasure -

Example: Greetings,

Th teacher -makes a point of greeting Baljeet
each morning face to'face, encouraging the Child
to look at her and

Baljeet and another child use puppets to play
greeting scenes using verbal and nonverbal lan-
guage.

Baljeet, the teacher,,and the other children
role-play greeting each other, other teachers,
and visitors\ to the classroom and 'extend this to
real situations. \

Recognizing signs and bels

Baljeet stands cics'e to the teacher during -story

A\

time-and'looks at t e words while she listens.

Baljeet traces letter); with her finger on felt.

\

Balleet-anphe,other children run and touch the
sign the teacher calls) then each child, includ-
ing Baljeet, acts as teacher and calls the
sign.

.

The class plays "Simon Says," involving shoLL
instructions that refer to one of the labelled
objecti, e.g., Simon say20'Open the box." Each
child takes a turn as leader.
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Sixth Step:- Monitor the Children's Progress

Good record keeping done on a regular weekly basis is invaluable
in mOing-both teachers and parents aware of the progress chil-

. -drill are making. Later, should any problem develop, these
weekly notes may be of assistance in diagnosing the problem.

Three simple questions can be asked that will help the .teacher
set next week's objectives:

1. What can the children do/say this week that they
Could not do/say'last Week?

2.. What can duty not do/say that is causing them
difficulties?

3. What bridge ,objectives should the children at-
tempt next week?

Given support and encouragement, and given opportunities to hear
and use English and to learn raw skills ,and concepts, the chil-
dren will, in time, be able to stride over the bridge into the
regular curriculum.

Intercultural Relations in the School and Community

Melting Pot, mosaic, multiculturalism, cultural pluralism, inte-
gration, assimilation, marginal differentiatiowwhat's in a
,nza? Quite a lot, if no one knows how others define these
terms. While most people would admit to a desire to live peace -

fullynwith their neighbors, the, massive migrations that have
Aikeh'piace throughout the world-- particularly, since the end of
Wprld War II - -have changed those neighbors from people who are
"just like us" .to those, who pre, in various ways, different,
Small and large comunitit.) are having to reassess their rela-
tionships with people of different cultures, often a traumatic
experience, because it involves assessing their own values and
cuaiois.

Leaving veital labels aside, let us consider a few. of the
options available to people of different cultures living in the
same community:

The two,groups can_live totally apart from each-other
(the "two solitudes" as it has been called).

One group can be totally absorbed by the other, so that
little of its distinctiveness,remains.
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The two groups can each retain their own language, reli-
gion, and culture, interacting only ins such areas as
employment, education, political life, and civic respon-

-sibilities. :

Ttl!etwo groups can interact positively, so that their'

values and customs enrich the total community. They can

help to generate tolerance and understanding without
imposing their views on anyone.

Bringing about good intercultural relationships is not easy.
Courses designed to broaden people's understanding of a parti-

cular vuituri4.thereby supposedly creating greater tolerance of

and respect for the culture, have precisely the opposite effect

on some people, confirming their dislike of and opposition to

. the members of that culture. People hold strong attitudes
against certain groups, whether defined by race or ethnicity,_______

fo* various reasuls: some adopted their attitudesfrom their

parents; some grew up in repressive homes where authority and
intolerance made it impossible for the child to learn love,
tolerance, and appreciation of others; some are afraid of what
they do not understand and lack the patience to learn Obut what
is new and different; some fear, for their jobs or-teat their
property may be devalued; while others believe in the supremacy

of their own race. Por the sake of the children; teachers and
parents must do what they can to foster healthy intercultural

relations. However, while intellectually, most people know that
inflicting pain, wheth.!..2 physical or emotional, is wrong and

ecupid, emotionally, they have great difficulty in knowing what?

to do about it.

The schools, as one of the central institutions in a community,

can have a positive effect on children and parents. One deter-

mined teacher can create an atmosphere or a movement that will

spread far beyond the school. Here are some suggestions for

actions that might, be undertaken in a school:

The principal and staff can discuss the current ethos-
phere'in the school and the kind of atmosphere they would
like to create, and work out ways in.-which the school can

refit the community it serves.

Pictures and posters in the entrance' hall and corridors,
andaclassroom displays can have a strong effect upon both
children and visitors and therefore should be carefully

planned. One inner-city school with a very Axed ethnic
population had pictures of children from all over the
world displayed in the main hall along with the United
Nations Charter of Human Rights. Another school had no-

in the entrance hall and down the corridors,

each beginning with.the word "Don't." These reflected

Artery different atmospheres!
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By listening to what the English-speaking children say to
and about ,the ESL children, teachers oan check on the
undercurrents in the school and perhaps turn the comments
to good advantage. A fifth grader on the playground was
heard calling the ESL children stupid. It was explained
to him that in the country these children came.from, they
did not play baseball. Incredible! So he set to work to

teach them and became their friend and protector. Some

teachers may need help, tool

Parents.often appreciate an opportunity to meet each
other at lunches, teas, or class projects. If some of

thei accompany the ESL. children on a field trip, they

will soon see them as just children rather than as
belonging to any particular ethnic or racial group.

7. t

Stereotyped pictures, ,dolls, or films should be thrown
oche -r- Children should see the Oodern world, not a roman-

tic, nineteenth- century version.

Sharing food or cooking food in class is a good idea, but
some children may have to be coaxed a little to taste
different dishes. This type of project can, extend across

different subjects: arithmetic for measuring quantities,
social studies for `finding out the sourct:s of different
foods.

A Heritage Day, when everything pertains o one country
or one part of the world (though not necolsarily only
those areas represented by the ethnic mix in the class-

° room or school) can add excitement' to learning.
ti

Danced and music from other lands can be incorporated
into rhythm activities and physical education periods.

Children can be encour'ged to bring to school Objects
peculiar tc their culture and to talk about them and,Show

them off.

Members of local ethnic groups are us lly very willing

to come to the school to talk to nts, teachers, and

children.

Ethnic studies is a rapidly growing field, and there are
many excellent boOks dealing, with the experiences of dif-

ferent groups within the dominant cu1ture.

Some schools have joined with other organizations in the
community to sponsor special events, to the benefit of
all concerned.
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Support Services '

I

Resources

The teacher is, in our opinion, the most important person in the
educaional system, and the teacher of young child-on is- the .

most important teacher of all. To be maximally effective, the
teacher needs good back-up services. Sometimes these are avail-
able, but not everyone is awati'of them; sometimes they are not
available and ought to be. The following support services are

,among the most Important:

teacher reference library

alternate. sets' of commercial ESL materials and games
(perhaps obtainabli on loan)

audiovisual aids and,the necessary hardware
-

an ESL consultant or experienced teacher who can visit
the classroom

a bilingual home-school worker

translation services'

volunteer aides

testing services.

In addition, the classroom should be well supplied with suffi-
cient furniture, 'materials, edusotional toys, and so on, to
allow the teacher to ik:n a varied and flexible program.

Reference Books
1

Tho f011owini books will be of help to teachers planning pro-
grams for ESL children and should be readily Available.

Cii= thers,-COrine; 1982. Open the lights. Toronto:
Addison-Wesley. .

This book,offers a spiral and thematic approach to the develop-
ment of language and concepts in young ESL children. It
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contains ideas for many lessons and is a valuable resource
for both ESL and regularficlassroom teachers.

Charles, C.M. 1974. Teacher's petit Piaget. Belmont, CA:
Fearon Publishers.

I-
This small book, babed ton Piaget's work, contains insights
and practical suggestions for teachers.

!

CHILD (Co-ordinated Helps in Language Development): Language
lessons for kindergarten. 11973. Portland, OR: Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory and Portland Public Schools.
CommerCial Educational DisI tributing.Service.

i

This is an eminently/practical h-Ook.that presents many
ideas for developing language in kindergarten children,
whether they speak English as their first or second Ian- ,

iv

guage. I

.

Falk, Julia. 1973. Linguistics and language. Lexington, MM
Xerox College PubliShing. ,e

. #
.

This is a sa...vey ,bf the basic concepts of linguistic
theory, with usefuf applications to other disciplines.
Each section ooncludes with an annotated list of articles
and books for fl rther reading.

Finocchiaro, Mary an Michael Bonomo. 1973. The foreign lan-
guage learner: A gilide for teachers. New York: Regents.

sit kThe authors t out some basic principles for second lan-
guage teachin4 in schools and then translate the theory
iRto practic , always keeping

1

the students in mind. The

;r
bolok movers 1 the communication skills and provides chap-

' ;tars on testing and curricolum development. A
.-

i
. t

Fromkin, Victoria 'and Robert Rodman.' 1974. An introduction to
language. New iork: Holt, Rinehart & Winston.

The chap rs cover such. topics as language origin, phonol-
ogy, morihology and syntax, the diversity of language,
and langUage change.

ri
i

Garcia, Ha H. and Jhnet Gonzalez-Mena. 1976. The big E: An
English language development program for the primary grades.
Silver Spri/ ng, MD: Institute of Modern Languages.

This'practical book for teachers of five- to eight -year -
2ollow -up to Program for English experiences

lis/ted belOw.
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Garvie, Edie. 1976. Breakthrough to fluency. Oxford: Basil
Blackwell.

Gonzalez-Mena, Jane... 1975. Program for_English experiences:
English as a second language for preschool and kindergarten.
Silve Spring, MD: Institute of Modern Languages.

li useful book full of ideas and of a convenient size to
carry around. Activities listed are preceded by informa-
tion on materials, linguistic Objectives, general goals,
and affective considerations.

Hatch, Evelyn. 1978. Second language acquisition: A book of
readings. Rowley, MA: Newbury House.

A collection of articles dealing with research into second
language acquisition in children and adults.

Heath, Shirley B. 1978. Teacher talk: Language in the class-
room. Arlington, VA: Center for Applied Linguistics/ERIC
Clearinghouse on Languages and Linguistics. ED 158 575.

The author describes the special characteristics of Ian-
guane in the classroom and suggests practical ways in which
teachers of English as a first and . second language can
apply this knowledge to vary their "teacher talk."

McCracken, Robert A. and Marlene J.-McCracken. 1972. "eadihg
is only the tiger's tail. San Rafael', CA: Leswing Preas.

This highly practical book is based cn empirical evidence
that suggests that .n effective reading program should
embrace all aspects of the language arts. The approach
outlined is a good one for ESL dhildren.

Moffett, James. 1973. A student-centered language arts curri-
culum grades.K-13: A handbook for teachers. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin.

Although this book is directed
speaking children, it contains
with ESL children. Its strong
teachers a foundation on which
its concern with the classroom
implemented.

toward teachers of English-
many ideas that can be used
theoretical base gives
to plan their programs, and
shows how the theory can be

Saville-Troike, Muriel. 1976. Foundations for teaching English
as a second language: Theory_and method for multicultural edu-
cation. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall.
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A very valuable resource, this basic text provides the
jumping-off point for teachers who have little or no back-
ground in ESL and want to know more.

gsmt. Teacher's book, stage 1: An introductory English course
for immigrant children. 19710 London: Books for Schools, Ltd.
(distributed by Longmans)

4 t

The course, developed in England, was written for 8- to 13-
year -bids, but many of the ideas contained in Stage 1 could
be used successfully with younger children. This guidebook
naturally has a strong British flavor, :but if teachers
follow the adage of "adopting, adapting, and improving,"
they will find a variety of games and ha licrafts that: will
assist in language and concept development.

Stauffer, Russell G. 1970. The language - experience approach to
the teachingof reading. New York: Harper & Row.

This book rovides a philosophy for this approach to
beginn g reading and a wealth of practical classroom act".-
viti for different age groups.

Stoddart, John and Frances Stoddart. 1968. The teaching of
English to immigrant children. London: University of London
Prss.

r ,

This book has suggestions for teaching listening, speak-
ing, reading,and writing as well as indicating the uses to
which various visual aids can be put.

Thonis, Eleanor Wall. 1970. Teaching reading to non-English
speakers. New York: Macmillan,". _

This book blends theory with many practical ideas. It
covers not only the teaching of reading, but also the selec-
tion of materials and evaluation of progress.

Tough, Joan. 1977. Talking-alai learning. London: Ward Lock
tEducaticnai.

For teachers who want to know more about the relationship
of talking and learning, this book will provide some
insights and some practical implications. One section is
devoted to the teaching of Englieh as a second language.

. 1977. The development of meaning: A study of
children's use of language. London: George Allan & Unwin,
Ltd.
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This book deals with Children's-use of language and its
,implications for learning at hove and at schools. It gives
many usefuL insights into the skills children already have

when they arrive at school.

Useful Articles

The following documents, all of which are listed in the ERIC data
base, are also recommended totheachers of young ESL children.

Allen, Virginia G. 1977. The non-English-speaking child in ycair

clasaroom. Reading Teacher 30 (5): 504-8.

The author descrAes specific activities the teacher might
follow in the classroom to meet the reeds of ESL Children.

Degler, Lois S. 1980. Readin instruction for tne lan ua e
minority child. ED 186 876.

A teaching guide that includes many suggestions from a group
of English as a second language teachers in Nashville,
Tennesee, where there are children representing 24 different
non-English language-groups, 0

Kirkland, Eleanor R. 1980. Language experience and thf limited-
and non-English-speaking child.= ED 197 286,

Examples are given of how to teach limited- and non-English-
speaking children to read and write English. Includes a

section on how to plan, organize, and evaluate language

experience activities.

Moustafa, Margaret. 1978. Bridging the gap between the ESL
curriculum and the reading curriculum in the elementary school.
ED 172 576.

Suggests that the gap between the ESL curriculum and the
basic classroom reading program can be bridged in several

. ways: by bilingual education, through an individualized
language experience approach, and by a process'called
"bridge English," which involves reordering what is taught
in ESL classes to meet the specific needs of a specific

reader.

. 1980. Picture books for oral language
development for non - English- speaking children: P bitlioglaphy.

Heading Teacher 33 (8); 9714.

ludicates the value of picture books in teaching English to
non-English-speaking children; lists a number of picture

, 0
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books in two categories: those that are appropriate for
children with little or no prgvious experience in English,
and those for children in the limited- English- speaking
stage.

National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education. 1978. A
bibliography of English as.a second language materials: Grades
K.- 3. ED 166 943.

Includes lists of useful ESL texts, readers, supplementasy
materials for group communication activities or individu-
alized work, and tests that can be used to obtain some
measure of the young chill's command of English. Focuses on
the Child who lives in a Wemmunity that lacks the necessary
resources to provide him witha full bilingual education
program.

Most documents identified Ay an ED number may be read on micro-
fiche at an ERIC library collection or ordered from the ERIC
Document Reproduction Service, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA
22210. Ordering information for all those ED-numbered documents
not available directly through the ERIC system can be found in
the ERIC monthly abstract journal, Resources in Education.
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Mazy Ashworth (M.Ed., University of British Columbia) is
associate professor of education at the University of British
Columbia WheTe she teaches undergraduate and graduate courses in
teaching English as a second language. She has published two
books: Immigrant Children and Canadian Schools (Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart, 1975) and The Forces Which Shape Them:
A History of the Education, of Minority Group Children in British
Columbia- (Vancouver: New, Star Books, 1979), as well as a
number of articles.

Patricia Wakefield (M.Ed., University of British Columbia.) is a
lecturer in the Faculty of Education at the University of
British Columbia where she trains teachers of English as a
second/ language. She was forMerly a consultant in ESL with the
Vancouver School Hoard and conducts many workshops with prac-
ticing teachers throughout the western Canadian provinces.
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LANGUAGE IN EDUCATION: THEORY AND PRACTICE

The Language in Education series can be purchased by volume or by
indi/vidUal titles. The subscription rate is $32.00 per volume
for Volumes 1 and 2; $37.00 for Volume 3; $47,00 for Volume 4;
and $45.50 for Volume 5. Add $1.50 postage and handling charges
foi-InAividual crders. ALL ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID.. To subscribe
td the completeSeriea_ofpublications, write to:

---
Center for Applied Linguiatics

Box 4866, Hampden Station
Baltimore MD 21211

Below is a selected list of series titian:

Volume 1 (1977-78)

2. The Linguist in Speech Pathology, by Walt Wolfram. $2.95.
ED 153 504

3. Graduate Theses and Dissertations in English as a Second
Language: 1976-77, by Stephen Cooper. $2.95. ED 153 505

4. Code Switching and the Classroom Teacher, by Guadalupe
Valdes-Fallis. $2.95. ED 153 506

5. Current Approaches to the Teaching of Grammar in ESL, by
David M. Davidson. $2.95. ED 154 620

6. From the Community to the Classroom: Gathering Second-
Language Speech Samples, by Barbara F. Freed. $2.95.
ED 157 404

9. Teacher Talk: Language in the Classroom, by Shirley B. Heath.
$2.95. ED 158 575

10. Language and Linguistics: Bases for a Curriculum, by Julia S.
. Falk. $2.95. ED 158 576

Volume 2 (1978-79)

14. Problems and Teaching Strategies in ESL Composition, by Ann
Raimes. $2.95. ED 175 243

15. Graduate Theses and Dissertations in English as a Second Lan-
guage: 1977-78, by Stephen Cooper. $2.95. ED 175 244.

16. Foreign Languages, English as a Second/Foreign Language, and
the U.S. Multinational Corporation, by Marianne Inman.
$4.95., ED 179 089

21. Chicano English, by Allan A. Metcalf. $2.95. ED 176 591
22. Adult Vocational ESL, by To Ana Crandall. $5.95. ED 176 592

Volume 3 (1979-80)

23. A Linguistic Guide to English Proficiency Testing in Schools,
by Thomas G. Dieterich and Cecilia Freeman. $5.95.
ED 181 746

24. Testing in Foreign Languages, ESL, and Bilingual Education,
1966-1979: A Select, Annotated ERIC Bibliography, compiled by
Dale L. Lange and Ray T. Clifford. $7.95. ED 183 027

27. Graduate Theses and Dissertations in English as a Second
Language: 1978-79, by Stephen Cooper. $2.95. ED 193 973
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Volume 4 (1980-81)

35. ESL Theses and Dissertations: 1979 -80, by Step-aen rocner.
$3.25.,_ED 208 673

37. Discourse Analysis and Second Language Teaching, by Claire J.
Kramsch. $7.00.---ED1208 675

38. Teaching conversatio Skills in ESL, by Ronald D. Eckard and
$4.50..50. ED 208 676

41. Needs Assessment -in-ESL,__ by Thomas Buckingham. $4.00.

ED 208 679
42. Indochinese Students' in U.S. Schools: A Guide -for-Administra:.

tors. Language and Orientation Resource Center, CAL.
ED 208,680

VoIume 5 (1981-82).

45. Teaching'the Non - English - Speaking Child: Grades K-2, by Mary

Ashworth and Patricia Wakefield. $5.75.

46. ESL/Coping Sr.ilIe for Adult Learners, by Ellen D. Vaut.
$6.00.-7;

47. Children's Second Language Learning, by Barry McLaughlin.
$7.00.

48. Creative Activitiel for the Second Language Classroom, by
Diane W. Birckbichler. $8.95.

49. ESL /Literacy for Adult Learners, by Wayne W. Meyerson and

Judith L. Haynes. $6.00
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